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Where you come from is gone, where you thought you were

going to never was there, and where you are is no good un-

less you can get away from it.

FLANNERY O’CONNOR

If God manifested himself to us he would do so in the form

of a product advertised on TV.

PHILIP K. DICK
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Part 1

It’s Hard to See the Writing
on the Wall of a Cubicle
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On Moral Advertising and 
Other Corporate Oxymorons

Do you think it would be morally acceptable to work on a beer ac-

count? How about light beer? Or hard liquor? For instance,  eighty-

 proof sweet stuff with a cool name that goes down easy, especially for

those, ahem, new to drinking. Would you sell it with humor? Sell it

with sex? Does alcoholism run in your family? Would you sell it to a

younger, potentially underage demographic by casting older people who

look young? Would you target a minority? What if it ran only on  late-

 night cable channels?

What about tobacco? Would you make cigarette ads? Would you

make cigarette ads if they had huge “YOU WILL DIE IF YOU

SMOKE THESE!” warnings plastered across the bottom? Would you

do antismoking ads paid for by big tobacco? Would you not under any

circumstances do cigarette ads yet work for a company or holding com-

pany that makes hundreds of millions of dollars every year marketing

cigarettes and selling them without communications restrictions to the

third world? Does cancer run in your family?

Would you work on a military account? Would you if the assign-

ment was to increase the number of eighteen-year-old recruits during

an unpopular war? Does your 401(k) portfolio include any corporation

or affiliate of a tobacco or defense contracting company?

Would you work on a political campaign if you believed in the can-

didate? Would you work on one if you didn’t believe in the candidate,
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if, say, you are a Democrat and your boss (who you had thought was a

Democrat) asks you off the record if you would like to fly to Maine to

work on the campaign of a certain Republican presidential candidate?

Would you play off the fears, anxieties, and prejudices of the public if

it would sell your campaign and get you promoted?

Would you work on a  fast- food account? Fried chicken? How about

fried chicken with gobs of sodium and preservatives but no trans fats

and they list the calories on the bucket and they do a separate “Hey,

kids, don’t be a fatty!” campaign and put jungle gyms and salad bars at

select locations? Does obesity run in your family? Diabetes? Coronary

disease?

Would you sell sugary children’s yogurt to moms as a healthy snack

choice? Would you bypass the moms and go right at the kids with ani-

mated spots starring skateboarding alligators and surfing polar bears on

Nickelodeon programming?

How about an oil company? Would you take a creative director’s

position running the account of one of the world’s biggest petrochemi-

cal companies if it meant a raise and an expense account and an office

with eleven more ceiling tiles than that of your nemesis? Would you

sleep better at night if your first assignment for  mega- oil company was

to do a global ad campaign about all the wonderful things it is doing

for the environment, even if the media buy for the campaign cost more

than the sum total of all the wonderful things they are doing for the en-

vironment?

Would the fact that you drive a Prius and intend to switch to com-

pact fluorescent bulbs in less visible parts of your house make doing po-

tentially  award- winning work for the maker of an SUV that gets eleven

miles per gallon easier to stomach?

How about a financial institution? Would you do ads for a bank

encouraging people to refinance their homes even though you are a

 numbers- challenged liberal arts major with no house or savings of your

own and if following your Live life to the fullest! financial credo might

4 James P. Othmer
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actually lead families to lose their homes and, by association, cause a

national lending crisis and, by further association, a worldwide eco-

nomic recession?

If you worked in advertising, do you know what you would and

wouldn’t do, what you could live with?

Would your “moral” choices vary depending upon your financial

situation and/or your place in the creative pantheon of your current

agency, that is, do you bend a bit more if you haven’t sold a campaign

in six months and you have a small apartment and a kid on the way

and you’re thisclosetobeingvested and you hear there may be yet another

round of layoffs?

Do you still say, “Under no circumstances will I work on the farm

pesticides/herbicides/insecticides business or the campaign for the lat-

est miracle boner pill or sleeping aid pharma with thirty seconds of

mandatory  side- effect copy that includes death and blindness, not to

mention a questionable FDA situation”?

Or do you get on your high horse and say, “Fuck you!” because last

week you saved the $250-million-a-year Fortune 500 corporate con-

sulting account and there’s no way you’re going to sell crap yogurt, beer,

hard stuff, unfiltereds, troop surges, chemicals, or ideologies to anyone

(this, of course, is before you happen to check out the Fortune 500 cor-

porate consultant’s client list)?

Do you? Will you? Can you?

Think about it. Because your boss wants an answer in two minutes.

Adland 5
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LARRY TATE: You look terrible. What’s happened?

DARRIN STEPHENS: Nothing much. I just lost the Caldwell

account and my wife all in one week.

LARRY TATE: What? That’s horrible.

DARRIN STEPHENS: I know, I can’t believe it.

LARRY TATE: Your wife too, huh?

—Bewitched (1964)

Why a Dinosaur Has Never Won a Tony Award

Advertising as I knew it began its death rattle in the fall of 2000 in

an old, dark off-off-Broadway theater on the far west side of Mid-

town Manhattan.

Over the years the theater had been the home to  world- premiere

performances of works written by the likes of Arthur Miller, Sam

Shepard, Edward Albee, and August Wilson. But on this day the the-

ater’s modest stage was going to be home to a different kind of per-

formance, a one-day-only world premiere written by a previously

unpublished playwright, a nobody.

This performance would definitely contain elements of drama.

And, almost certainly, tragedy. Most involved in the production, and

The Death of Darrin Stephens
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by this time there were dozens of us, were fairly certain of this, but

the degree to which it could be classified as tragedy or comedy

would ultimately be decided not by the author (me) or the cast (two

starving actors) or the producers (the Madison Avenue office of a

global ad agency) but by the audience, which was expected to total

all of five extremely impatient and not particularly happy people (our

clients) absolutely predisposed to hate everything they were about

to see.

We were in this venerable theater to make one last desperate

pitch that promised a strategically focused, bright, shiny, globally

synchronized, and brilliantly branded future to our  multibillion-

 dollar banking client of several years who, by the way, desperately

wanted to fire us.

If pressed to classify the type of production we were about to

put on, I would have called it a farce.

Because I knew that even if Russell Crowe, Philip Seymour

Hoffman, or Sir John Gielgud took the stage that afternoon and had

channeled the spirit of David Ogilvy, Jay Chiat, and the original

Young and Rubicam, our clients still would have hated it, still would

have fired us. In their eyes we were too big, too slow to adapt to a

rapidly changing financial and marketing landscape. Time had

passed us by.

As the creative director pressed into supervising the assignment, I

had come up with the idea of trying to sell this nontraditional, digi-

tally inspired future to a financial  mega- brand in this flesh-and-

bones,  sub- analog space. If they wanted nimble and out of the box,

we’d give it to them live, in a theater, with real actors and stage props

and lighting and signed black-and-white head shots of Pulitzer Prize

winners on the lobby walls.

Why a theater? Advertising was entering a new age. Beyond the

Adland 7
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8 James P. Othmer

 thirty- second television spot. Beyond print ads in People magazine.

TV spots on Friends. Then of course there was that thing called the

Internet. No one in  big- agency advertising seemed to know what to

do with it yet (beyond buying smaller digital shops that were better

at pretending that they got it), so why should that stop us from pre-

tending that we got it, that we were experts? We chose a theater be-

cause we felt that a live performance in an artistic environment was

the last thing our clients expected from a dinosaur of an agency like

Young & Rubicam, and onstage we could dazzle them with the

countless unexpected, nontraditional, highly effective ways in which

they could connect with their ideal customer.

Plus, all of our previous  old- school, “traditional” attempts to save

our asses had failed miserably.

Even though it was a daring idea, and even though I thought it

had the makings of something special, I knew we were doomed.

Mostly because I (as well as, I suspect, almost everyone else in the

business at the time) had no idea what the bright, shiny digital fu-

ture of advertising was. After all, in 2000, YouTube was years away

from its inception, and the guy who invented Facebook was all of

sixteen years old.

And did I mention that the client hated us?

In fact, if my voice counted in such matters, we wouldn’t have

been spending insane money, easily several hundred thousand dol-

lars for a  two- hour presentation, pitching an account to marketing

officers who clearly did not want us anymore. I’d said as much six

months earlier after they’d put us on notice. I’d said as much soon

after that when they’d put us on  double- secret probation.

And I said it again on the day of our last presentation two

months earlier, another do-or-die,  last- chance meeting during which

we prostrated ourselves before them in another lavishly appointed

conference room filled with motivational videos, PowerPoint decks,

and stacks and stacks of  foam- core storyboards, dozens of creatively
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Adland 9

inspired,  insight- driven campaigns from the New York office’s finest

(bring in that funky young team . . . do we have any African Ameri-

can creatives?) as well as from our network around the world—

 London, check! Hong Kong, check! India, check! Australia, g’day!

But of course my voice didn’t count in such matters. I was a

slightly jaded creative director/copywriter, and slightly jaded creative

director/copywriters with an aversion to leading large groups did not

typically weigh in on  high- level decisions, or run pitches for $500

million accounts, unless their superiors had already resigned them-

selves to losing said accounts.

We had gotten the  mega- bank account in the first place because

global capabilities had been the big thing in the  merger- crazed

1990s (now, apparently, it’s small and nimble and digital, but that

could change by the time you finish this paragraph). Sharing ideas

and resources with a  far- reaching global network—satellite partner

agencies around the world—had become an absolute necessity as

brands themselves became more global. And our network had be-

come so bloody global that there were times we could have used

United Nations interpreters to have a simple strategic conference

call between regional creative directors, which in retrospect proba-

bly wasn’t a good thing.

Anyway, the result of the last meeting, which we had sworn

would be our final attempt to salvage the business, was that they

were not impressed. They were going to put the account up for re-

view. They were going to open things up to other agencies.

This was a not particularly subtle way of telling us that we were

history.

Being put up for review is akin to having your spouse announce in

front of everyone you know that he or she no longer loves you and

for the next several months he or she will be seeing other people—
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10 James P. Othmer

dozens of smarter, younger, cooler people, many of whom, by the

way, you know quite well—and then having all sorts of kinky, exper-

imental sex with the most interesting and promising of them, prob-

ably no more than six, often doing many of the things that you may

have once suggested but were never allowed to.

Sometimes during this process your spouse will describe his or

her ongoing antics in excruciating detail for you. Sometimes you’ll

simply read a steamy, anonymous insider’s account of it in the press.

And then, after six months of this, six months of holding your tongue

and continuing to do all the dishes and dirty laundry and seeing to

the upkeep of the home you once shared, the children that mean so

much to you, you will finally get your chance to say—after I’ve given

you every ounce of my energy and passion for so many years, after

trying to rekindle better times with romantic weekends and couple’s

counseling, after he or she has slept or flirted with just about every

one of your friends and neighbors, not to mention several total

strangers—“Here’s how I’ve changed, sweetheart, and here’s why

and the extent to which I’m willing to publicly humiliate myself to

win you back.”

At that point, if you were the client (or spouse), would you want

to take you back?

In 1985 the length of the average  client- agency relationship was

more than eight years. Today it is half that. In a 2007 poll taken by

the Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) Council, more than half of the

825 CMOs surveyed said they planned to fire their advertising

agency and change direction in 2008. This was before the markets

collapsed in October.

Sometimes, in a rare instance, a client will put an account up for

review to light a fire under its agency, secretly hoping that the agency
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Adland 11

will snap out of its complacency and produce brilliant, winning

work. But this clearly was not one of those instances.

At that point, if our client was to light a fire under us, it would

not have been with a match. It would have been with a flame -

thrower, and we would have been lashed to a stake, neck deep in

dead storyboard kindling.

In part this is because the people who hired us— old- school peo-

ple with  long- standing relationships with our senior management—

were no longer there. They had been replaced on almost every level,

most notably by a pair of young, progressive, meticulously dressed,

and ambitious marketing executives who clearly wanted nothing to

do with the likes of us—an old, stodgy advertising behemoth whose

upper management was bloated on recent IPO cash (the agency had

recently been sold to a large holding company) and had taken its col-

lective eye off the ball.

What this new regime wanted was what every smart brand stew-

ard wanted in 2000: a smart, nimble, young, hip, hungry shop that

had some kind of handle on global branding and the world of digi-

tal—a.k.a.  new- media, a.k.a. nontraditional—advertising.

“We absolutely should not participate in the review,” I told my

boss (an executive creative director, who reported to a U.S. creative

director, who answered to a global creative director), six weeks be-

fore the pitch. “They despise us. They sneer at the clumsy diplomacy

of our global network. They detest our musty, 1950s-decor offices.

They can’t stomach our—okay, my—bad fashion choices. We em-

barrass them. We could show them the most innovative, strategically

brilliant work possible right now, and they would not buy it.”

What I didn’t say is that I didn’t blame them, because after many

attempts we hadn’t been able to get a consensus on a brand cam-

paign from our global clients and even within the ranks of our own

global satellite agencies.
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12 James P. Othmer

Plus, we really didn’t know the first thing about nontraditional

advertising. At the time, asking an agency like ours to do nontradi-

tional advertising was like asking Dick Cheney to be a contestant

on—and win—Dancing with the Stars.

We were at the time a seventy-seven-year-old institution, an

American advertising legend famous for building brands through

solid, sometimes outstanding work, yes, but also through relation-

ships (cocktails, favors, expensive dinners). We were the kings of the

$2 million commercial shoot. We had offices in every corner of the

world and profit centers, I mean subsidiaries, on top of subsidiaries.

And of course, we could fill a football-field-size conference room

with earnest,  interested- looking suits and  high- priced, jaded, arro-

gant creative talent like no one else.

The Internet? . . . Nontraditional? . . . That was beneath us.

“Don’t worry,” said my boss. “We just had a meeting. And we’re

totally not gonna pitch.”

“Great,” I said. “We get to leave with a little dignity. I really hope

that this is our final decision. Because the only thing worse than

starting a pitch now would be waiting until someone who never ac-

tually does the work decides two weeks before the presentation, ‘On

second thought, even though we have no chance of winning, maybe

we should pitch.’ Then,” I said, “we’d be totally screwed.”

Two weeks before the presentation, I was put in charge of the

pitch that we swore we would not do.

Thirteen days before the presentation that we swore we would

not do, my boss went on vacation. The next morning, a Friday, I de-

cided, with apologies to Mickey Rooney and MGM, to put on a

show.

I am not proud of this, but there were times in my  twenty- year

career in advertising when I would make a creative decision that had

less to do with whether or not it was right for the client or the task

at hand and more to do with whether it would be fun, preserve my
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Adland 13

sanity, or make an  otherwise- miserable chunk of my life interesting.

Especially if the task at hand held little promise in the way of any

other form of fulfillment. For instance, the occasional inclusion of a

palm tree in a storyboard for a retail ad that might be filmed between

January and March. Or insisting on polka band auditions for the

Minnesota vignette in a regional telecom commercial. Or proposing

filming a man with a laptop sitting on an elephant (representing any-

time, anywhere communications) for a B2B shoot in downtown L.A.

Or asking Tom Selleck if he wouldn’t mind recording a personal

birthday message for my friend’s answering machine. In advertising,

if you keep a straight-enough face, it can and will happen.

Having actors do a pitch on a stage in an off-off-Broadway the-

ater was one of those instances. I knew the process was going to be

brutal and we were doomed to fail, but at least we’d get to play An-

drew Lloyd Webber for a few days.

But it also made sense. Because we had tried everything else

and this was the last thing  mega- bank would expect from us. Even

though we were far from experts in nontraditional advertising,

couldn’t we pretend we were? After all, wasn’t advertising, as my for-

mer colleague Augusten Burroughs wrote in his memoir Dry, “an in-

dustry based on giving people false expectations”?

The theme of our performance, it had been decided by Friday

afternoon, would be to show a day in the life of a young urban

 couple— mega- bank’s  bull’s- eye demographic—and demonstrate

through clever situations and witty dialogue how frequently and in

how many nontraditional ways our proposed message would “touch”

them.

The media department’s term for this is “impressions.” The more

relevant impressions consumers see, the theory goes, the more loyal

they will be to your brand.

After bitching and whining for a good half a day with the ac-

count team, the planners and the creatives who would ultimately
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14 James P. Othmer

have to execute our plan, I took a semblance of a creative outline to

the agency producer on the  mega- bank account. An agency producer

is someone who can make anything happen in two hours or less.

Want to see snow in July? Or if the Coen brothers are interested in

directing your spot? Need a  pimped- out 1972 Caddy Eldorado this

afternoon for a cheesy rap video for a client meeting? How about a

soon-to-be Tony Award–winning director (whose name I will not

mention, because we all make mistakes) who’d be willing to drop

everything and put his career and reputation at risk by spending this

weekend holed up in an unventilated room with your bitter, cynical

self, vetting a poor excuse for a “script,” discussing stage directions,

trying to understand what you mean when you say things like

“strategic intent,” “target demographic,” “guerrilla advertising,” or

“No matter what we do, they’re gonna fire us”?

A good agency producer can make all of that happen, and more.

Within an hour, we had a director.

Throwing lots of money his way surely helped, as did the fact

that he was between productions, but still, there he was the next

morning, a gloomy Saturday, staring at a guy who wasn’t exactly  sky-

 high with optimism about this project or, for that matter, his career.

“So, is this how it was when you had to solve a problem with

Arthur Miller?” I asked him later that afternoon during a mental-

health walk around a deserted Midtown Manhattan. “You’d take a

walk, bounce around ideas, maybe stop in a bodega to grab a  six-

 pack?”

Soon-to-be Tony Award–winning director did not laugh. And to

his credit, he took the writing and staging of the  mega- bank skit as

seriously as he would have taken staging a new play by Harold Pin-

ter or Eugene O’Neill.

By Saturday night we’d fleshed out the lives of our characters

and sketched out a semblance of a story. I went home and wrote it

up that night, and by Sunday afternoon we had a working script and
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Adland 15

a good sense of set design, music, lighting, and the role of our secret

weapon: the multimedia devices that our producer was procuring at

that very moment.

Revenge of the Experientials

With script in hand, I sat down with my fellow members of the cre-

ative department the first thing Monday morning. In the creative de-

partment, first thing Monday morning means elevenish. Because of

the variety of media involved, to get in the spirit of things and to

demonstrate the extent that we were embracing the new advertising

paradigm, I had invited our interactive agency to join us. In 2000,

adding interactive messages to a marketing campaign usually meant

slapping a Web address under the logo, or doing the occasional  pop-

 up ad.

But these were extenuating circumstances. We were keen to do

more.

During the previous year or so it seemed as if the mother ship

(our holding company) had been buying or merging with a new In-

ternet player every week. The interactive group had already gone

through myriad incarnations. New names, new directors. New lo-

gos. In fact, they were no longer the interactive group. They were

now an experiential agency. You can’t say we weren’t trying. Anyway,

the people in the experiential group were really jacked up. Unlike

my fellow creatives, who for several months had been thanklessly

working on numerous campaigns for this account and had fre-

quently been subjected to my sometimes too-frank opinion that this

was the end of the line for this account (and perhaps all of us, be-

cause when a client of this size leaves, layoffs are sure to follow), the

members of the experiential group saw this as a great opportunity.

I deduced this because they arrived early. They concentrated as
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16 James P. Othmer

they read through the brief. They actually listened when I went over

the basic strategic and creative premise. They didn’t roll their eyes

when I read the rough, less-than-Shakespearean script. And when I

was through, they asked a lot of smart, unexpected questions.

Unlike the rest of us, the experiential/digital group understood

that this was definitely an instance where the right message com-

bined with the right medium could be exponentially more success-

ful than anything the old model of advertising—print, TV, and radio

ads—ever turned out.

When I was through, they immediately began to brainstorm

ideas. What if we were able to give our protagonist his latest  mega-

 bank news on his pager (this was  pre- BlackBerry,  pre- iPhone)? What

if we sent him customized video e-mails ( pre- YouTube)? What if

there were live actors on the billboard outside his apartment? Or if

we created a micro–fantasy site (pre–Second Life) for their alter

egos to visit and hypothetically spend all the money in their  interest-

 free checking accounts?

The enthusiasm of the digital team was boundless. And why

shouldn’t it have been? They were creative. And they were  hard- core

techies. And they knew what the rest of us did not. For them,

whether this pitch succeeded was irrelevant. They got it. They were

part of the first wave of the next big thing. They had skills that were

already in demand and would soon make many of them rich. They

knew advertising. They knew the Internet and the magical potential

of Flash video technology.

They knew that the culture of  big- agency advertising as we knew

it—a media constant, relatively predictable world of catchy jingles,

celebrity endorsements, and expensive TV campaigns lionized by

the fictional likes of Mr. Blandings (Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream

House, 1948), Darrin Stephens (Bewitched, 1964–72), and Don

Draper (Mad Men, 2007–2008, set in 1959–62)—was about to be

blown into a billion pixilated,  Nielsen- rating bits.
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Make that bytes.

They knew that this was the death of Darrin Stephens and the

birth of all sorts of crazy shit.

Who knew that in the coming years the major networks would

lose so much of their audience that they’d resort to running ads to

get people to watch their ads? Or that viewer attention spans would

grow so fickle and the use of digital video recorders (DVRs) would

double almost every year? Or that we’d see the advent of the  five-

 second spot? Or that the future of broadcast television might be

saved (or killed) by something called an iPod? Who knew that while

network ad revenues continued to shrink, more than $25 billion

would be spent online in 2007 (Bharat Book research) and that the

line between what’s digital and what isn’t would literally disappear?

Who knew that within a few years advertising on something called

 social- networking sites would surpass $2 billion annually?

Who knew in the fall of 2000 that something called Google

would become one of the most dominant players in the history of ad-

vertising, or that advertising holding companies would gamble hun-

dreds of millions of dollars on digital agencies in hopes that they

wouldn’t get left behind? Who could have imagined that a caveman

from an insurance company commercial would get his own sitcom

(although we all knew, once he did, that it would suck)? Or that mil-

lions of people would drop everything and visit Burger King’s Sub-

servient Chicken Web site every day? Or that consumers who

zapped commercials on network TV would also use the Internet to

seek and watch and  rewatch and post and forward to friends other

commercials tens of millions of times? Or that agencies that paid lip

service to clients with a  jury- rigged digital division were about to go

out of business, replaced by exclusively digital agencies, or better

yet, agencies at which every medium was treated equally, where dig-

ital was part of every creative person’s repertoire and the transfor-

mative advertising idea was everything?
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I’m pretty sure those guys did. Because that day, when most of

us were dreading what lay ahead, they never stopped smiling.

Once treated like  second- class citizens in the agency hierarchy,

the unsung digital folks at agencies all around the country were

about to change everything. They would not need to try to find a way

to fit in at mainstream agencies; mainstream agencies would have to

find a way to fit into the digital world. Call it the Revenge of the In-

teractives. I mean the Experientials.

But then a funny thing happened that day. My “traditional” team

started smiling, too. They got into it. They fed off the experiential

team’s thoughts. They began to come up with breakthrough con-

cepts that riffed off or perfectly complemented our other  new- media

ideas. Sometimes my team came up with the experiential compo-

nent, and the experiential guys came up with the TV idea, or the

headline, or the punch line. Sometimes they finished one another’s

sentences or turned the other’s good visual or copy idea into a great,

fully realized one.

This is what’s amazing about almost all the good creative people

I’ve ever worked with in advertising. They’re handed a flawed strat-

egy barren of insight for a thankless client, a ridiculous, personal-

life-killing deadline, and a boss who tells them that no matter how

great this work will be, no matter how flawlessly the presentation

goes off, there is almost no chance at all of our winning, because the

client is done with us. Time and again they’re presented with situa-

tions like this, yet they throw themselves into the project with heart

and soul. Sure, they will combine this with bouts of  world- class

bitching, a requisite period of eye rolling and cursing of the powers

that be (account people, creative directors, clients, products, media

buyers, and the Man), and sure they’re getting paid good money to

do this, but in two decades I rarely saw it get in the way of the work,

and I rarely saw work presented that a creative person did not care

deeply about.
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When a brainstorming session is going well, the cynic (who

harps on all of the above negative realities) goes into hibernation,

and the believer becomes transfixed by the rush of unadulterated

energy that can only come from the soul of an original idea. It is hard

to explain. You don’t have to like or believe in the product or client,

but if the idea begins to make conceptual sense—creative sense—

and if it has the scent of something that can be provocative and orig-

inal and especially memorable, all negative feelings and distractions

vanish and something else takes over.

I call it intellectual adrenaline. Yes, intellectual. With advertis-

ing there’s something about the combination of having to solve a ma-

jor corporation’s strategic problem in a creative way, while a clock is

ticking, the whole time knowing that others in your building and in

buildings around the world are also trying to solve the same problem,

with hundreds of millions of dollars at stake, that is thrilling and

somewhat addictive. But it’s not just the money or the  ego- stroking

salvation of a major corporation. Sometimes it’s equally if not more

challenging and addictive when the client has little or no money and

the assignment is  fund- raising to restore  inner- city baseball fields, or

a  used- record store.

I’m not so sure that it’s art. But it is creativity. And in the right

environment it is contagious.

This is what happened to us that morning under the fluorescent

lights at that ugly conference table. The intellectual adrenaline be-

gan to flow. The negativity of the cynic was replaced by the enthu-

siasm of the creative evangelist.

It’s a great time. But it is also the most dangerous time for a cre-

ative advertising person or anyone in the business of creating ideas

for others. Because it is when we begin to care.

Adland 19
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The Profound Difference Between 
Caring and Believing

We broke up around lunchtime, feeling good about our ideas, our

possible creative executions, and our theatrical production. After the

teams went off to flesh out their assignments, I met with my pro-

ducer and my director. They’d already secured the theater. They had

scheduled auditions for later that afternoon. And someone from the

 big- screen projection company that could turn this into a truly live,

multimedia event was waiting in my office.

Between meetings, auditions, and  run- throughs at the theater, I

walked the halls of the agency, checking in on the work in progress,

encouraging, redirecting, occasionally improving upon, but more of-

ten killing executions that didn’t feel right before they went too far.

If a team truly loved what I wanted to kill, I would hear them out

and let their idea live for the time being, usually with the stipulation

that they would need to have something else as a backup. From a

creative perspective, there aren’t a lot of pluses (other than the typ-

ically larger salary and production budgets) to working at a large

agency. There’s always a competition between teams and groups.

There is a gauntlet of levels through which a winning idea must pass

(for instance, work that I love or killed may be killed or given new

life by someone whose office has a few more ceiling tiles than mine).

Because of this you can often feel more like a part of a machine than

a vital member of a creative group.

But when an agency of this size is engaged in a pitch of this

magnitude, the machine cranks up to another level, a level that

would be impossible to sustain at a boutique or even most  medium-

 size agencies. And it is a thing to behold.

Individually and collectively, writers, art directors, producers,

group assistants, strategic planners, and account execs all begin to
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interpret the work in progress for their own purposes. What’s the

overarching graphic glue or look for all components, right down to

the PowerPoint deck? Is that the final tagline? Has anyone done a

copyright check? How does it translate to Spanish? French? Has the

lead art director chosen a storyboard artist?

Scraps of paper become 28-point headlines. A twenty-five-year-

old copywriter’s rant becomes a TV script. Pencil sketches become

fully realized illustrations, and with final approvals it all gets

scanned and shipped and sent (at least in the year 2000) to the stu-

dio. At my agency at this time a visit to the art studio would find any-

where from twenty to fifty designers and  bull- pen artists finessing

work for myriad aspects of the presentation. Day and night leading

up to a pitch, a series of huge  full- color printers churned out  poster-

 size prints of storyboards, billboards, mock Web pages, and other

key elements of the presentation.

This part of the process has its moments, but they’re not nearly

as satisfying as the original period of creativity that started every-

thing. Seeing the work take shape is exciting, but at this stage the

presentation looms over everything, and every ad, every line, every

second of face time is fretted over and contested. Luckily in this in-

stance, senior management, for reasons that I suspect had to do with

knowing enough not to board a sinking, burning ship, stayed away

entirely, or made the most cursory of inspections. Plus, my boss was

on vacation. And her boss never asked to see so much as a coupon

ad. Which was fine with me.

Days passed. Things seemed to be coming together. The tradi-

tional ads looked good. The digital stuff was different and promis-

ing. The actors were real actors, and in rehearsals they began to

bring a touch of humanity to the script, a charming, slacker roman-

tic comedy with an obscene amount of product placement. Kind of

like most sitcoms on the networks today.

The director tweaked props, lighting, sound design. The theater

Adland 21
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looked great. We made posters for our production and hung them in

the lobby. We made Playbills that served as agendas and experiential

ads unto themselves. We even put a snappy headline on the bags of

popcorn we’d be handing out to the clients. The bastards could fire

us, but they couldn’t accuse us of giving up or mailing it in.

It’s around this time that we started allowing ourselves to say

delusional, Cinderella-story-like things such as “This is going to

blow them away,” and “Wait until [insert agency or client nonbe-

liever here] sees this,” and, the most dangerous of all, “Imagine if,

with no help, no chance, we actually won this thing.”

The only remaining problem was with the large projection

screens that were vital to the production. They were supposed to

work in perfect synchronicity with the actors and various digital

 devices, reinforcing strategic points and showcasing virtually every

manner of  mega- bank message that was burned into the script. We

were going to show animated storyboards of TV spots on the

big screens. We were going to show funny and emotional videos on

the big screens. We were going to show the entire totally revolu-

tionary, monumentally experiential Web experience on the big

screens.

Only thing is, we didn’t have any.

First they were late in arriving. Then, when they finally showed

up and were installed, we couldn’t get the screens to sync with our

videos, our soundtracks, our computers, and our PowerPoint pre-

sentations. It was decided that we would need new big screens. This

was no small matter in a presentation that was supposed to be all

about the dawning of a new form of advertising. The commingling

of the Web, the phone, the media, and the coolest and tiniest of

gadgets.

In its present state, our digital presentation was  sub- analog.

I wanted to ask the interactive/experiential dudes for help, but
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they had already delivered all of their work and had moved on to an-

other account, another, more viable pitch.

At the time, the agency was losing pieces of business left and

right, but suddenly the interactive guys, they were  red- hot.

The screen crisis was frustrating because it was one of the few

things that I felt I couldn’t write, bullshit, or hustle my way out of.

Everything was golden except for the tech, and I knew nothing about

tech, especially making tech work.

On Friday night before the Monday afternoon presentation, my

producer, who had never let me down, assured me that it would

work out. Then she went home for the weekend. The rest of my

team stayed and worked the weekend, improving the work right un-

til the end, but every  run- through was done without the accompani-

ment of the yet-to-arrive projection screens.

Opening (and Closing) Night

The screens finally arrived on Monday morning, several hours before

the clients and just as senior management from the agency, after be-

ing invisible for several weeks, began to materialize.

We had time for two more  run- throughs, neither of which went

particularly well. I was not happy. But my producer said it would be

all right.

The moments before the client arrives for a major creative and

strategic presentation are surreal. Young junior account people

scramble and fret and tend to get in the way.  High- ranking execu-

tives who had no role in the preparation for this day begin to ask

 stupid questions and to make even stupider suggestions.  Higher-

 ranking people who had no role in the preparation but who, in

flashes of  self- preservational inspiration, are beginning to think,
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“Maybe this ship isn’t about to sink, maybe this is something I ought

to try to attach myself to,” suddenly decide that perhaps they should

make some brief introductory remarks, or at least be the ones to

meet the clients at the door to pass a witty comment as they’re

handed their customized Playbills, their experientially branded bags

of popcorn.

I tend to stand around, feeling angry and depressed, before

meetings like this. Some of it is real, because of the above, and some

is the  by- product of having spent thirteen consecutive days and

nights thinking of nothing but  mega- bank.

“The things we have to do to impress these assholes. You ought

to be ashamed of yourself for putting up with any of their shit—

client, agency, any of them. And wouldn’t it be great if we shocked

the world and won this damned thing and then told them to fuck off

anyway. If we said, ‘Thanks,  mega- bankers, but we don’t want to do

business with  mega- assholes.’ ”

But when the clients arrived, for their second of what I believe

was to be three agency pitches that day, trudging through the lobby

as if about to witness a mercy killing instead of glimpse the future

of advertising, I was all firm handshakes, smiles, and  self-

 deprecating wisecracks.

After the clients were shown to their seats and our announcer in

the PA booth jokingly asked them to please turn off all pagers and cell

phones, the lights went down. The day before, I had written and

recorded an introductory,  sound- only piece that was designed to take

the piss out of all the old, tired, expected ways in which brands the

size of  mega- bank used to tell their advertising story—grand vignettes,

celebrity endorsements, and highfalutin language about  so- called

emotional truths that have nothing to do with the product—thus

 setting the stage, literally, for the way that global brands, global

banks, and global souls will live in the future. Here it is:
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Narrator (over house speakers):

Open. Open on a buttery gold field at dawn. An opal sea at dusk.

Open with a helicopter shot of  mist- blanketed mountains. Listen to the

 voice- over, the voice of God, your  next- door neighbor. Your inner child.

No. Listen as the vaguely recognizable celebrity voice of James Earl

Kevin Costner Tom Selleck Zeta Jones speaks . . . about freedom and

liberty and your inalienable right to revel in postmillennial, high-

 interest-bearing bliss. Speaks about the relationship between a smaller

world, bigger dreams, and the whims of a skittish Fed. Hear the words,

invoking Sartre and Keynes, Adam Smith and Britney Spears, likening

the act of a simple credit card transaction to some  life- changing gift

from above.

Cut.

To the Great Wall. The floor of the Exchange. A New York–style

pizza parlor in Sierra Leone. Cut to a hero shot of a banker shaking the

hand of a cowboy client with embarrassingly shameful earnestness.

Flash cut.  Jump- cut. Crosscut in black and white and slow dissolve

to a  slo- mo dolly pan of a lone old man enjoying the fruits of his re-

tirement on a moonlit beach in Mykonos . . . on . . . a . . . unicycle.

Score it. To a world beat, a peppy salsa, a hip-hop-techno-polka fu-

sion, a cappella, backed by Kid Rock, Celine Dion, and the Boys Choir

of Harlem.

Now tag it. Sign it. Title it with a Web address and make it ever-

lasting with a  three- word, no-greater-than-twelve-syllable  life- affirming

wisp of marketing haiku . . .

And air it.

Air it on the Super Bowl. The Olympics. In theaters.

Air it on a very special episode of Everybody Loves Raymond.

Or . . . maybe not.

Maybe there’s another way.

Meet Joe.
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(SFX: The sound of a train  clickety- clacking toward Manhattan. Lights

come up on Joe, onstage, sipping coffee, reading his morning paper.)

Up to this point, we had them. Maybe not their hearts, or their $800

million in annual billings. But we had their attention. I’m certain. I

was off to the side, watching them try not to look impressed. None

of us had ever attempted or seen a presentation like this, but so far

it was working.

So far.

Does it surprise you that the rest of the pitch was a disaster? That

the big screens would never quite sync up with our actors, our pre-

senters, and that the very thing we were counting on to be the

coolest, most innovative part of our presentation came off as the

most inept, the least inspired?

It didn’t surprise me, but to this day that doesn’t make me feel

any better. I was prepared to lose the account, but I wanted us to do

it on our own terms, to make them think that their ex had really

changed and had gotten his act together. New clothes. New atti-

tude. New possibilities. Open, even, to a threesome.

But instead of going out with a flourish, we lost it spectacularly.

There were seemingly endless moments when the screens blinked

on and off, or an actor awkwardly stood waiting for a visual cue, or

the guitar player (did I mention that we had a singing guitar player

onstage to help move things along?) began to play during a very im-

portant video.

There were other similarly disastrous moments, during each of

which everyone looked to me, as if I knew what the hell had gone

wrong.
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Does it matter that within days (thus confirming our suspicions that

our fate was sealed before they even saw us)  mega- bank would move

its business to a very fine  medium- size creative shop that would, to

my dismay, do terrific, beautifully written, highly visible work?

Does it matter that later that night in a West Side  theater-

 district bar I could be heard lamenting, like Barton Fink or any of a

thousand real writers who had lost a part of their soul on the Great

White Way, “If only we had one more day of rehearsals,” or “The

screens! The screens! The horror!”? And then later telling my loyal

creatives that I loved each and every one of them and they should all

have a plan B because this is “a vile, vile business” while running up

an unauthorized $1,100 bar tab?

Does it matter that I was hammered on  single- malt scotch, break-

ing my own rule about not getting drunk when I’m down? Or that I

was breaking that rule with the people who had gone to advertising

war with me for years,  old- school print and TV people, and several

members of a new generation who got it, for whom it might not be

too late, all of whom deep down knew that we had no chance but

had worked their asses off anyway?

I guess not.

I guess what mattered in the fall of 2000, when the lights came

back up in that old theater and our somber (not a good sign) clients

left their Playbills on their seats (definitely not a good sign) and

shook our hands for the last time, is that we all knew that we had

just been part of a profound paradigm shift. In advertising, someone

says paradigm shift every time a client checks his BlackBerry, but

this was real.
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Lines had been drawn. Advertising would never be the same

again. Time had passed my agency by, and for the next seven years,

like many agencies large and small, we would struggle to catch up

with it.

Some kind of torch was about to be passed, but not to or by me.

I was angry because I knew I had seen the future of advertising.

I just hadn’t quite figured out how to make it work.

28 James P. Othmer
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